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›Cultural globalization‹ is a term that is often used with reference to large scale processes of
transnational cultural transmission stemming from the expansive strategies of the »culture
industries«.1 However, it would still be a mistake to conceptualize all productive forces of cul-
tural globalization as highly institutionalized and industrialized entities that follow centrally
plotted top-down plans and strictly profit-maximizing strategies in the production and distri-
bution of cultural goods. We already see the emergence of alternative networks that bind to-
gether autonomous actors in the field of cultural production and consumption. These regional
or transnational networks are usually organized from the bottom up, as the locally isolated or
marginal cultural producers and consumers look for information and potential partners in
their specific fields.2 Networking is also a way of sharing resources and creating a bigger mar-
ket that reaches beyond one's limited immediate surroundings. However, these grass-roots
networks don't always follow the economic rationality of capitalist production and are often
created and maintained out of personal interest, enthusiasm or the psychological need for be-
longing to a bigger community of like-minded people. The flexibility and adaptability of the
networked organization3 coupled with the above mentioned enthusiastic attitude allow these
alternative networks to successfully produce, promote and distribute marginal cultural goods
in localities that would not be considered profitable markets by corporate cultural production.

Although claims can be made that these practices transform local cultures just as much as
corporate forms of globalized cultural production do, they certainly provide alternatives – and
thus help maintaining cultural diversity – in the face of mass-produced global culture, espe-
cially in localities with relatively weak economies and small cultural markets.

Following a broad definition of ›culture‹ as intellectual activity, the notion of cultural pro-
duction stretches from scholarly and artistic activities to political activism. Grass-roots forms
of cultural transnationalization have existed long before the Internet: the early world reli-
gions, scholarly networks of the middle ages – invisible colleges –, and the First International
established in 1864 by socialist political activists are just a few telling examples. The emer-
gence of such transnational networks used to be dependent on travelling, later postal services
and early telecommunication and media technologies. As mentioned by Manuel Castells, the
development of the Internet is strongly tied to the communication needs of the globally ex-
panding and decentralizing corporations, however, this technology offers a relatively cheap
and effective means to creating and maintaining transnational connections also for marginal
cultural groups with limited resources.4 We must not forget that the new potential for trans-
national networking through the use of the Internet remains out of reach for the most depri-
ved social strata, hence widening the gap between the haves and have-nots. Nevertheless, the
Internet has unquestionably opened new horizons for marginal cultural groups as it is obvious
in the case of world wide networks of globalization critical political movements,5 the world of
international organized crime and terrorism6 or academic networking7 – just explore how we
all got to know about and got to this conference.

Studying these new, computer mediated models of self-organization is essential to under-
standing the ongoing transformations of the social world. In this article I explore a loosely
organized transnational network of DJs, producers, promoters and record store owners in east-
central Europe. In June 2002 I carried out a multi-sited ethnographic research in Vienna, Tries-
te, Ljubljana, Zagreb and Sarajevo – five cities in five countries of the region. Using participant
observation – hanging around the town, talking independent music business chit chat, DJing
in local clubs and bars, browsing through private record collections of DJs and record store
shelves, and conducting about twenty in-depth interviews with local cultural producers as a
research method, I tried to trace the flow of information about music and the flow of music it-
self – in both material and virtual forms – in a rather marginal genre called »nu jazz«.
Throughout the research I focused my attention on the role that the Internet plays in the
grass-roots globalization of this specific marginal cultural form, but also considered the tradi-
tional – material – forms of distribution and information dissemination.

›Nu jazz‹ is a loosely defined term that is used to describe a wide range of different styles
and tempos. The genre has its roots in the rare groove, acid jazz and underground electronic
dance music scenes and is best defined as the fusion of acoustic and electronic; be it a mix of
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jazz and drum and bass or a blend of salsa and hip-hop. What matters then is more an eclec-
tic attitude to selection than a set of well-defined musical characteristics. The emergence of
nu jazz is strongly tied to the club culture of London, but by now the city has lost its once –
about a decade ago – central role. There are well established autonomous local and regional
scenes outside the UK as well – for example in France, Germany and Japan – and there are
many more still in formation. The local scenes in east-central Europe – with the exception of
Vienna – have only emerged in the last three-four years and are not very well developed in
terms of the number of missing links from the full spectrum of cultural enterprises: local re-
cord labels, specialist record stores, booking agencies, recording studios, clubs and radio shows
that make up an autonomous scene.

The practice of nu jazz DJing is of course dependant on the networks that distribute the
musical recordings. Although there have been a couple of corporate buy outs of small inde-
pendent record companies as well as remix projects that build on the back catalogues of clas-
sic jazz labels that are now owned by major record companies, the vast majority of nu jazz re-
lated recordings are released by independent labels and distributed through independent dis-
tributors that are the gate-keepers to specialist record stores.8 Vinyl is the traditional format
for DJing and it is usually obtainable in these shops only,9 my research has shown that the lack
of these outlets in certain locations leads the DJs to using alternative formats – CDs, CD-Rs and
mp3s – as well looking for alternative channels of distribution.

Ordering records from on-line specialist stores was also mentioned in a number of cases,
however, DJs who live in locations where postage costs are high – particularly in Bosnia – al-
most never do that. Most of my interviewees also receive promotional records for their radio
shows from independent labels they contacted via e-mail. Where the official channels of dis-
tribution fail – like in Sarajevo – the alternative network of the pirate industry steps in and cre-
ates a pricing model that builds on what people can actually afford based on their local sala-
ries. Peer-2-peer mp3 file-sharing software10 is also used by those few of my interviewees who
had broadband Internet connections – mostly at their workplaces. Some of the DJs even had
certain songs in mp3 format long before their official release dates, probably ripped off from
the already circulating promotional CDs. All my interviewees have stressed the importance of
travelling abroad for obtaining records, and those who did not live there all mentioned Vienna
as their most usual destination for record shopping journeys.

As the amount of nu jazz releases is overwhelming and they are released in a highly decen-
tralized institutional structure, there is no single department – like in major record companies
– that organizes world-wide media and marketing campaign around each release. As the case
of Vienna shows, better developed scenes offer better chances for obtaining information
about nu jazz, such as visiting multiple specialist stores and browsing through the »new arri-
vals« shelves on a daily basis, personal meetings – in shops, clubs and the street – and exchan-
ging information with a high number of other DJs who are active in the same field.

In Vienna, the Austrian national radio station FM4 strongly supports the genre and a num-
ber of available specialist magazines such as the British Straight No Chaser or the German
Groove provide further sources of information. As specialist magazines are usually not availa-
ble in cities with less developed scenes, all of my interviewees use the Internet to obtain infor-
mation about records and artists. As reviewers most often lag behind the pace of releases, the
most up-to-date resources on new and upcoming releases are the websites of independent re-
cord labels and the charts, club and radio play-lists of other nu jazz DJs. These are usually pub-
lished through the DJs’ web sites or posted on nu jazz-themed online discussion groups.11

Online radio shows are another important source of information, but are usually listened
to by the few DJs, who have broadband connections at work. In Sarajevo, a city with very slow
Internet connections and expensive telephony, the syndicated radio shows on Radio 3 play a
similar role.

I have found that the Internet plays a key role for obtaining information about this margi-
nal cultural form in cities without strong, well developed scenes. The centrality of the Internet
in the everyday practices of nu jazz DJs is well shown by the fact that all my interviewees used
it for acquiring information about music or sending and replying to e-mails in music-related
matters for at least an hour daily on average.12

Most of the transnational communication of nu jazz DJs even within the regional network
happens via e-mails, mostly because it is a lot cheaper than making phone calls.
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E-mail communication is used when contacting record labels for promotional records and sen-
ding charts, play-lists and direct feedback about the particular records received. It is also a
common way of negotiating contracts when releasing one’s own music through independent
record companies that are based abroad, as well as the main medium of organizing DJ tours13

abroad and inviting foreign guest DJs. All interviewees agree that without keeping up a cer-
tain level of e-mail communication – most of them check their accounts at least once a day, al-
ways answering urgent letters immediately – one soon falls out of the international network:
labels and artists stop sending promotional records, and the number of invitations for DJ gigs
abroad soon declines, as does the chance of receiving further contact e-mail addresses.

The most usual solution to the problem of maintaining regular communication with the
ever-increasing number of other cultural producers one is in touch with is to send e-mail ba-
sed newsletters14 on a regular basis. The list of recipients usually includes all the other cultu-
ral producers – DJs, producers, labels – in one's own personal network, as well as local and in-
ternational fans and nu jazz-themed mailing lists and discussion groups. Mailing lists and dis-
cussion groups are the platforms of communication for the international »virtual communi-
ties«15, so newsletters sent here – besides reaching a further 500-1.500 people, who share a si-
milar interest – maintains visibility in the public channels of transnational communication
and debate focused on nu jazz. Besides posting newsletters to these places, not many of my
interviewees participate in the life of these virtual communities, but these forums still play an
important role in the formation of regional and transnational networks among cultural pro-
ducers. When looking for specific contact addresses,16 search engines often point to old news-
letters in the web-based archives of these forums.17

The complex connectivity among spatially dispersed cultural producers allows for the de-
velopment of new forms of cooperation such as the case of Bosnian Radio 3 that at the time
of the research broadcasted nine radio shows from around the world18 in Sarajevo.

While the first steps of developing international connections almost always depend on the
Internet in one form or another, the first phase in the development of the east-central Euro-
pean regional network relied on a combination of virtual encounters19 as well as real ones.
Mutual visits among the DJs in the region are usual, using occasions like guest DJ gigs and
other cultural events, such as film festivals and concerts. Besides computer-mediated commu-
nications, these personal meetings serve as further occasions for the most usual form of co-
operation: sharing information about music, and contacts as well as exchanging know-how
about organizing events, producing music and survival in the independent music business.

My research has shown that although traditional material forms of distribution, travelling
and face-to-face meetings still remain important for transnational cultural cooperation, and
that the use of the Internet plays a central role in the formation and functioning of this speci-
fic marginal music related club culture. The Internet allowed independent cultural producers
on the periphery to link up with each other and the global scene and maintain the presence
of a global, but marginal music related club culture in their respective localities providing al-
ternatives to corporate forms of cultural globalization out of enthusiasm on a rock-bottom
budget.

As I mentioned in the beginning, this grass-roots model of transnational cultural self-orga-
nization and cooperation is not limited to the field of music, but is present in other spheres,
such as the world of academia and political activism. I strongly believe that further studying
these new, emerging models of grass-roots cooperation that use the Internet as their main
communication platform and to a limited degree as a distribution channel for cultural goods
in digital form is crucial to understanding the redistribution of power within societies, and
also provides a deeper insight to the transformation of the cultures of cities.
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